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i have a brother hl-5250 and i noticed whenever i print on it
the toner gets exhausted and some of it is not deposited on
the paper. i check the ‘toner level’ and it is low. therefore, i

was just wanting to know how to configure or reset the toner
level (i am very new to the printer). i have done the reset and

reset again…still the same. i just want to know if i need to
change a setting somewhere else. i have already reset the
toner level a couple of times just in case i got something

wrong. youre probably wanting to learn how to fix the light on
your printer that comes on every few seconds to indicate the
cartridges are low. its a bit different for each printer, but this
older hp model uses a chip rather than a sensor to count the

ink. if youre smart, youll figure out how to re-fill the cartridges
through your web browser like these guys did. if youre not as
smart as these guys, try any of the other solutions below or
keep trying web searches like this ink cartridge refill solution

at ebay . you may have already tried this, but maybe its
worth a shot: theres a reset button on your printer. put the

ink cartridges in correctly, and then quickly press it when its
empty. if youre unsuccessful then you can reach out to hps
support team. good work, mohit! sometimes, theres no easy
fix to this nightmare of a printer. hp does not list firmware

upgrades on their site, and there is nothing i could find online.
i am sorry for your troubles. i hope ive saved you some time
now. unfortunately, this firmware update was the reason for
my most frequent frustration with my hp printer. the printers

internal resistance was missing causing longer periods of time
between changing the ink cartridges. try this trick to prevent

further delays until you have the time to call your email
contact for hp.
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i have a used 3008mp but it is showing
empty. i would like to know, would it be
a good idea to get a new ink cartridge
from a trusted vendor?. i didn’t like the
fact that i can’t see how much ink there
is. is there a way to adjust the head so
that the printer will have less of a white

line at the top of the paper? i have a
samsung mfc-5760dn and it keeps on

discharging no matter what i do. when i
bought the printer, it never happened. i
loaded the software and loaded about

40ppm (about 4ppm more than it needs
to print), went to print and then it

started draining. well i set the print
speed to 80 ppm and it still drained. i

turned it off for 5 minutes and it would
start draining again. i left it off for an

hour and it still drained and when i got
up the next morning i left it off for

another 5 hours and still drained every
couple of minutes. it would print ok if i

just didn’t print anything. that’s the only
solution i can come up with right now.
the ink didn’t come out of the printer

and i had a ton of toner left over. i had
to buy 6 black ink cartridges because i

could only get 3 colored ones. does
anyone have any suggestions? i cannot
print from my laptop to my hp 4f. i have
the hp 4f connected to my laptop using
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an hp usb cable. if i print from my
laptop to the hp 4f, the whole process

takes only a couple of seconds.
however, if i try to print from my laptop

to my flatbed scanner, which is
connected via a separate usb cable, the

process takes more than 60 seconds.
also, i can print using the hp 4f to the hp
4f without any problem. i am attaching
a print out of a firmware update for an
hp 6l ‘waterproof’ printer. i was able to
use the attached download file on both
of my printers (a hp 6l and a hp 12l).
both printers came with their original

software installed, so i had to uninstall
this hp 12l before i started the

download. the download is pretty
straight forward, but at times you need
to enter the firmware version into the
program in order to continue with the

next steps. i have not used any
additional commands other than the
ones supplied. good luck everyone.
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